Shoe News: French Shoe Designer
VINCENT BOTTESI is Coming to L.A.
Young French shoemaker, designer and
trendsetter Vincent Bottesi, will be in
the United States for the first time to
unveil and promote some of the new
models of his shoe collection, on
Tuesday, November 19 at the Library of
the Montage Hotel Beverly Hills (225 N
Canon Drive) between 6:30 and 9:00
PM.
Born in the French Dauphiné region, Vincent Bottesi is one of the hottest shoemaker designers of the
moment. At only 25, the young Frenchman is making a Buzz everywhere he goes and is looking to
visit the City of Stars next month and walk on the iconic Hollywood Walk of Fame. The LA visit is part
of his “2013 US Discovery Tour” which includes stops in New York City, Los Angeles and Miami.
Vincent Bottesi designs high end shoes for women looking to wear unique and desirable models. The
style and stunning designs of the models of his new collection includes names of iconic movie Stars
to some of his summer collection models. Grace (Grace Kelly), Brigitte (Brigitte Bardot), Jane (Jane
Fonda), Kim (Kim Basinger), Sophia (Sophia Loren) and other outstanding models, who along with the
movie industry, inspired Bottesi’s latest designs.
Bottesi’s disposition for Art naturally led this young aesthete to stroll between various ways to
express himself. Brilliant when acting or in applied arts, he was surprised to receive in 2010 the first
Award in Shoe and Leather Goods in Romans-Sur-Isère, capital city of shoemaking. In 2011, the artist
Vincent becomes Vincent Bottesi, the Designer. His shoes convey his personality, a sublime vision of
feminity. Fearless and unusual, we must say, Vincent will be dream hunter and shoemaker. He’s
willing to take care of the eternal womanliness. The shape of a leg, a wild curve, high heels, help
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reinventing the class of a regional know-how. He says that the brand he created is closely related to
the person he is.
Little by little, Vincent’s dream comes true. Since January 2013, he became the head of his own
workshop in Romans as he bought the brand Pôle Cuir. Invited in Cannes for the 2013 Film Festival
last May, the Croisette was able to discover his shoe creations. The young shoe artist caught the eye
of the movie industry and since May Vincent is getting phone calls from celebrities around the world
who want to order custom fit Vincent Bottesi shoes. Haute Couture is also taking a close look at his
work for future collaboration.
Lead by Vincent Bottesi who supervises the entire making of his creations, the team behind the
Vincent Bottesi shoe business moved to the former premises occupied by creators such as Kélian and
Jourdan. The primary objective is to develop and market the Vincent Bottesi brand, thanks to his
unique and enviable products. The company also provides a unit of study, modeling and prototyping,
so that other designers could be properly welcomed. The company is also willing and able to offer its
shoe making services to other brands for the manufacturing of their luxury shoes, produced in
limited series, with a high handcrafted quality, and the traditional “made in France” label. Follow
Vincent Bottesi at www.vincentbottesi.com
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